
 
 
Market Strong – by Tony Alexander 
 
The number of houses sold around New Zealand in June was exactly the same 
as a year ago at 6,135, but for the June quarter sales were ahead 10.4% from a 
year earlier and the trend appears still firmly upward. Having said that there is 
restraint on sales growth from the worsening listings supply situation. At the end 
of July listings equated to just under 26.7 weeks of sales which is the lowest 
reading since mid-2007.  
 
On average in June it took 34 days to sell a dwelling which was 4.2 days faster 
than the average for June for the past decade and therefore the strongest such 
reading also since mid-2007. With regard to prices however there is no 
equivalence between the level now and mid-2007. The median dwelling sales 
price in June was 10.4% above mid-2007 levels but 8.4% ahead of June 2012.  
 
This pace of rise however is the strongest since early-2008 just before things 
reversed strongly and average prices fell about 11%. The supply of new houses 
is rising, but at 18,731 the number of building consents issued in the year to June 
while ahead 21% from a year before is still 14% below the ten year average 
number of almost 22,000. With high awareness of a property shortage in 
Auckland, rapidly rising net migration inflows, investors and first home buyers 
catching up on four years of doing little, and construction struggling to grow, the 
stage is set for further rises in average NZ house prices – and gains concentrated 
so far in Christchurch and Auckland spreading to the rest of the country.  
 
Auckland – still rising firmly  
 
Auckland is where the shortage of property in New Zealand is concentrated and 
although major efforts are underway to try and free up land a soon-arriving 
shortage of builders and many other factors will keep prices escalating.  
This is likely to be the case even though the Reserve Bank will impose rules on 
banks limiting the proportion of new lending at high loan to value ratios. Banks 
are already offering products to get around these rules and buyers will seek 
second (more expensive) mortgages from secondary lenders. Thus the Reserve 
Bank’s efforts are very unlikely to stem the rise in the housing market.  
 
The number of weeks supply of listings in Auckland at the end of July stood at 
just 13.4 compared with 18.9 a year before and 25.1 a year before that. Supply is 
tight and getting tighter with the target of building 13,000 houses a year unlikely 
to be met. While consent numbers have risen 58% in the June quarter compared 
with a year earlier, the annual total is still only 5,291. Average Auckland dwelling 
sale prices in June were ahead 20% from a year earlier with a 4.4% rise in the 
month of June alone following a 2% rise in May. With net immigration numbers 
rising firmly and about 50% of migrants going to Auckland prices are going to 
keep rising. -   


